MUGED Meeting

New class representatives:
1st year - Magda Jarosz
2nd year - Anu Jayaratnet

**ED-Wide**
Meeting with the University authorities - should happen before Christmas. Everyone was asked to email Jennet several possible dates for this meeting.

**ED 1st year** - students sent 2,000zl of the admission fee to one account however eDean's is now showing they owe 2000zl due to a different account.

SOLUTION - Since eDean's doesn't seem to be reliable students should call the financial department to determine if this is a problem or a misunderstanding.

**ED 2nd year** - There was an error with the eDean's system - students were asked to pay 42,000zl for the 1st year, balance on account appeared as 0 however once 2nd year classes started many students were not allowed to come to class. They were informed that they owe another 3000zl because their contracts state tuition is 45,000zl. It was agreed that this was a major mistake on eDean's side for which students were punished.

SOLUTION - Jennet to request an appointment to Kwestor address this problem.

**ED 3rd year** - Currently no group or year representatives. Housekeeping questions regarding rules and regulations of a certain department.

SOLUTION - Contact 3rd year tutor to solve the representative issue.

**ED 4th year** - No one present.

**ED 5th & 6th year** - No issues.